Dear Colleague,

Your support for the 4th Conference on “Innovation in Drug Delivery: Site-Specific Drug Delivery” is important and will help us to make this conference a success and thereby continue to contribute to the development of the pharmaceutical sciences.

After the first conference "Innovation in Drug Delivery" (Naples, 2007), the second one (Aix en Provence, 2010), and the 3rd conference (Pisa) ADRITELF and APGI are pleased to announce the forth appointment of the series. This time the meeting will be mainly focused on “Site-Specific Drug Delivery”. This important event will represent a stimulating occasion capable to foster intellectual and scientific exchanges among the participants. As usual, plenary and invited lectures as well as oral and poster contributions will be present in the program. The programme will also include technical sessions devoted to specific scientific equipment or tools. This 4th Conference will take place at the Congress Centre of Antibes-Juan-les-Pins close to Nice on the French riviera, France, from the 25 to 28, September, 2016.

The conference is jointly organized by ADRITELF (Associazione Docenti e Ricercatori Italiani di Tecnologie e Legislazione Farmaceutiche), Italy, and APGI (Association de Pharmacie Galénique Industrielle – International Society of Drug Delivery Sciences and Technology), France. About 350 to 400 participants are expected. The last edition in Pisa gathered around 55 nationalities and up to 350 participants.

We would highly appreciate if your company could contribute to the meeting, for instance acting as a sponsor and/or exhibitor. Please find hereafter details on the various sponsoring and exhibiting possibilities. Your contribution will help to intensify the fruitful exchange between academia and industry and at the same time promote the awareness of your activities in the pharmaceutical field.

We are all looking forward to seeing you or your colleagues in Antibes - Juan-les-Pins in September 2016.

Yours sincerely,

Prof. Juergen Siepmann
President of APGI

Prof. Anna Maria Fadda
President of A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F.

APGI - 5 Rue Jean-Baptiste Clément – FR- 92296 Châtenay-Malabry – France
Tel: +33 (0)6 29 36 67 39, E-mail: apgi.asso@u-psud.fr, www.apgi.org
A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F. - c/o Prof. Anna Maria Fadda, Dipartimento di Scienze della Vita e dell’Ambiente Macrosezione di Scienze del Farmaco,
Università di Cagliari, Via Ospedale 72, 09124 Cagliari (IT), E-mail: mfadda@unica.it,
Phone: +39 0706758565, www-3.unipv.it/adritelf
**The A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F.**

Founded in 1972, A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F. (Associazione Docenti Ricercatori Italiani di Tecnologia e Legislazione Farmaceutiche) is a non-profit making scientific society with about 200 active members from all over Italy. This Italian Association of Professors and Academic researchers of Pharmaceutics, Pharmaceutical Technology, Biopharmaceutics and Regulatory Affairs is devoted to the promotion of interactions and collaborations, throughout the world, among researchers from academia and industry within these scientific fields. The society is also actively involved in the education and training of young researchers in the field of pharmaceutics. Together with APGI (France) and APSTJ (Japan), the association is publishing the "Journal of Drug Delivery Sciences and Technologies". Important activities are also the biannual national scientific congress and the cooperation with other scientific societies for the organization of international meetings.

**The APGI**

The APGI (Association de Pharmacie Galénique Industrielle/International Society of Drug Delivery Sciences and Technology) was created in 1964 in Paris, and is an association accessible to all, academics and individuals in industry, who are concerned with pharmaceutical technology and the design, formulation and pharmacotechnical, biopharmaceutical and pharmacokinetic assessment of dosage forms and delivery systems, whether pharmaceutical or dermopharmaceutical. The APGI has members covering more than thirty different nationalities and counts contacts and friends in over fifty countries. The APGI is a member of the FIP (Fédération Internationale Pharmaceutique).

The APGI has organized (or acted as a main partner in) several major events as:

- The 1st and 2nd Coating Workshop (Lille, 2008 - 150 participants, 2013 – 150 participants)
- The 1st and 2nd Poorly Soluble Drugs Workshop (Lille, 2011 - 160 participants, Lille, 2014 - 150 participants)
- 1st Conference on Innovation in Drug Delivery: From from biomaterials to devices (Naples, 2007 - 350 participants)
- 2nd Conference on Innovation in Drug Delivery: From preformulation to development through innovative evaluation process (Aix-en-Provence, France, 2010 - 300 participants).
- 3rd Conference on Innovation in Drug Delivery: Advances in Local Drug Deliver. (Pisa, Italy, 2013 - 310 participants)
- The APGI was also one of the main partners in the PharmSciFair – The Pharmaceutical Sciences Fair and Exhibition (Nice, 2005 – 1200 participants) and PharmSciFair, Nice, 2009 (850 participants) and its satellite meeting: Young Scientists Meet in Nice (230 participants) and Prague, 2011 (700 participants)
- The 11th International Symposium on Cyclodextrins (Montpellier, 2004 - 250 participants)
- The Eufeps/Apgi Conference on “Optimising Drug Delivery and Formulation” (Versailles, 2003 and 2005 - 230 participants)
- The European Conference on Drug Delivery and Pharmaceutical Technology (Sevilla, Spain, 2004 - 550 participants, co-organized with the A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F. - Italy and the SEFIG - Spain)
CHAIRS, ORGANIZING COMMITTEE AND VENUE

CHAIRS

Prof. Anna Rita Bilia (University of Florence, Italy)
Prof. Elias Fattal (University of Paris Sud, France)
Prof. Massimo Fresta (University of Catanzaro, Italy)
Dr. Maria-Teresa Peracchia (Sanofi, France)

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Dr. Regis Cazes (Medelpharm, France)
Prof. Odile Chambin (University of Dijon, France)
Prof. Paola Mura (University of Florence, Italy)
Prof. Gianfranco Pasut (University of Padova, Italy)
Prof. Giovanna Pitarresi (University of Palermo, Italy)
Prof. Juergen Siepmann (University of Lille, France)

VENUE

ANTIBES - JUAN-LES-PINS CONFERENCE CENTRE
60 chemin des Sables, 06160 Antibes - Juan-les-Pins, France
17 km from Nice Côté d’Azur Airport

Antibes - Juan-les-Pins Conference Centre marks the advent of a new generation of convention centers by proposing, beyond its original function, a set of services composed of a shopping gallery, restaurants and an underground parking lot.
The location of the site at 150m from the sea and in the heart of a green path between the Gould Pine Grove and the Sidney Bechet square offers very attractive surroundings to the participants. The areas dedicated to the events are located on the 2 upper stories with a view over the sea.
http://www.antibesjuanlespines-congres.com/
PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME
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Plenary Lectures

Prof. Maria José Alonso (University of Santiago de Compostella, SPAIN)
“Helping drugs and antigens crossing mucosal barriers”

Prof. Hamid Ghandehari (University of Utah, USA)
“Approaches for spatiotemporal delivery to solid tumors”

Prof. Richard Guy (University of Bath, UNITED KINGDOM)
“Drug delivery to targets in the skin and nail: measurement and optimization”

Invited Lectures

Prof. Karim Amighi (ULB University of Brussels, BELGIUM)
“Inhaled formulations for targeted delivery to lung cancer cells”

Prof. Abdul Basit (UCL School of Pharmacy, UNITED KINGDOM)
“Top-down, bottom-up: drug delivery to the colon”

Marilyn Calderone (Sanofi, FRANCE)
“pH sensitive amorphous solid dispersion for delivery in the upper intestine”

Prof. Gennara Cavallaro (University of Palermo, ITALY)
“Polymeric nanodevices as delivery systems for nucleic acid based drugs?”

Prof. Stefaan De Smedt (University of Ghent, BELGIUM)
“Single particle tracking in the vitreous humor of the eye”

Prof. Peter C. Griffiths (University of Greenwich, UNITED KINGDOM)
“The mucus barrier - friend or foe?”

Prof. Dan Peer (Tel Aviv University, ISRAEL)
“To target or not to target? Challenges and opportunities in targeting nanomedicines for therapeutic interventions”

Prof. Steven Schwendeman (University of Michigan, USA)
“New trends in PLGA controlled drug delivery”

Prof. Juergen Siepmann (University of Lille, FRANCE)
“Drug delivery to the inner ear”

Prof. Giovanni Tosi (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, ITALY)
“Nanomedicine and neurodegenerative disorders: so close yet so far”

Oral presentations

13 abstracts will be selected for oral presentations.

Technical Sessions

There will be technical sessions devoted to specific scientific equipment or tools.
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The programme of the conference will include technical sessions devoted to specific scientific equipment, techniques or other tools in the fields related to the topic “Site-Specific Drug Delivery”.

If you are interested in giving a lecture (20 min) in the technical session of the conference, please contact one of the persons indicated at the end of this page. Only sponsors and exhibitors are eligible to give technical session lectures (a normal sponsorship of your choice - minimum bronze level -, or rental of an exhibition space). If your topic is selected by the scientific committee, we will charge you with an additional fee of 1500 € (+ VAT). This additional fee includes a ½ page advertisement in the APGI Newsletter “La Gazette” and one conference registration. (Only 6 companies can be accepted). If this may be of interest to you and, as we are now finalizing this part of the programme, please contact us very urgently by sending us a short abstract of your presentation.

Abstract submission on the conference website: http://idd2016.sciencesconf.org/

Contact for Technical Sessions, Sponsoring and Exhibition:

APGI
Catharina Kroling: apgi.asso@u-psud.fr

A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F.
Prof. Anna-Maria Fadda (President): mfadda@unica.it
Prof. Anna Rita Bilia: ar.bilia@unifi.it
Prof. Massimo Fresta: fresta@unicz.it
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Be one of our sponsors! You can either select from one of the following four levels:

**PLATINUM SPONSORSHIP:** Sponsorship of 6000,00 € + VAT, which includes:
- Three complimentary symposium registrations including coffee breaks and lunch, and
- Your logo on the printed announcement (flyer), and
- Your logo on the up-dated pdf announcement downloadable from the APGI website but also sent regularly to a minimum of 43000 e-mail addresses, and
- One booth in the exhibition area (6m² equipped as indicated in "Exhibition"), and
- A full-colour page (on 2nd or 3rd page of the cover) company advertisement in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book and in the APGI Newsletter, and
- Free distribution of company information (flyer) in the Symposium wallets, and
- Your logo on screen during session breaks, and
- Your logo on the conference bag, and
- Your logo on the APGI website: www.apgi.org, and
- Acknowledgement with your logo and company presentation in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book.

**GOLD SPONSORSHIP:** Sponsorship of 4500,00 € + VAT, which includes:
- Two complimentary Symposium registrations including coffee breaks and lunch, and
- Your logo on the printed announcement (flyer), and
- Your logo on the up-dated pdf announcement downloadable from the APGI website but also sent regularly to a minimum of 43000 e-mail addresses, and
- A full-colour page company advertisement in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book and in the APGI Newsletter, and
- Free distribution of company information (flyer) in the Symposium wallets, and
- Your logo on screen during breaks, and
- Your logo on the conference bag, and
- Your logo on the APGI website: www.apgi.org, and
- Acknowledgement with your logo and company presentation in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book.

**SILVER SPONSORSHIP:** Sponsorship of 2500,00 € + VAT, which includes:
- One complimentary Symposium registrations including coffee breaks and lunch, and
- Your logo on the printed announcement (flyer), and
- Your logo on the up-dated pdf announcement downloadable from the APGI website but also sent regularly to a minimum of 43000 e-mail addresses, and
- A 1/2 page company advertisement in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book and in the APGI Newsletter, and
- Free distribution of company information (flyer) in the Symposium wallets, and
- Your logo on screen during breaks, and
- Your logo on the APGI website: www.apgi.org, and
- Acknowledgement with your logo and company presentation in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book.

**BRONZE SPONSORSHIP:** Sponsorship of 1500 € + VAT, which includes:
- 2 participants may register at the special exhibitor/sponsor rate of 450,00 €, and
- Your logo on the printed announcement (flyer), and
- Your logo on the up-dated pdf announcement downloadable from the APGI website but also sent regularly to a minimum of 43000 e-mail addresses, and
- A 1/2 page company advertisement in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book and in the APGI Newsletter, and
- Your logo on screen during breaks, and
- Your logo on the APGI website: www.apgi.org, and
- Acknowledgement with your logo and company presentation in the Final Programme & Abstracts Book.

- Sponsoring of a coffee break (1500,00 € + VAT), lunch break (4000,00 € + VAT)
- Insert of a promotional item in the conference bag (USB, pens, note pads, post-it, “goodies” …) (500,00 € + VAT)
- Logo on the conference bag (1000,00 € + VAT)
- Insert of company presentation flyer in conference bag (max 8 pages, size A4). (800,00 € + VAT)
- Present to speakers –about 25 items (the present should be accepted by the organizers).

For advertising opportunities, see order form.

All supporting companies (sponsors, exhibitors, advertisers, bag insert, promotional items, …) will have their logo on the screen during breaks and logo and a 100 word company presentation in the programme/abstract book.

We thank you for your contribution that will help us to invite speakers and will promote your presence in the field.

**EXHIBITION:** Exhibition rates are indicated in the order form.

**TERMS OF PAYMENT:** All contracts once signed are deemed to be binding on both parties whether sent/received by fax or mail or electronic mail.

The full value of the invoiced amount will be due on 1 June, 2016. The company logos will be displayed on the website www.apgi.org on receipt of payment of 50% of the sponsorship.

Full payment details will be included with the invoice, including the VAT payable. We will invoice you on receipt of your signed contract. No refunds will be made after 1 June, 2016.

French VAT (20%) will be applied. The invoices will be issued by APGI, France.
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A live exhibition is the best way to interact with your current or future customers. We have reserved dedicated spaces in the Exhibition/Poster area for “Space Only” or an “Equipped Stand”. The Exhibition will take place in the poster and coffee break area and will therefore provide you with a very good visibility. All exhibitors will be listed in the final programme and the logo of the exhibitor will be published on the www.apgi.org website with a link to the exhibitor’s website.

The exhibition will take place from Monday 26 September 9:00 a.m. to Tuesday 27 September 5:p.m.

We offer standard “Space Only” of a minimum of 6 m² or larger “Equipped Stands” of a minimum of 6 m² that include a 2-kW electric outlet, 1 table, 2 chairs, 2 panels and a blue carpet. For extra persons “manning” your exhibition space, there is an extra charge per person for coffee breaks (4), lunches (2), welcome reception and the gala dinner (Extra Exhibitor badge). All exhibition spaces include one Full Conference Exhibitor Badge (value 450,00 €) as defined hereafter. The Full Conference Exhibitor Badge includes: Coffee breaks (4), lunches (2), welcome reception and gala dinner at a special discount rate of 450,00 € but is limited to 2 such registrations per 6 m² of exhibition space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Only from 6 m² without equipments. Including one Exhibitor Badge.</th>
<th>1700 € + 350 €/m² + VAT*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equipped Stand* 6 m² with 2 vertical display panels, 1 table, 2 chairs, 1 2-kW electricity outlet, a blue carpet. 1 Exhibitor Badge.</td>
<td>2300 € + 350 €/m² + VAT*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Exhibitor badge for person not attending the conference. Including: coffee breaks(4), lunches (2), guided walk in Pisa, welcome reception and gala dinner.</td>
<td>300,00 € + VAT*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Conference fees for exhibitor. Including: entrance to all conferences, coffee breaks (4), lunches (2), guided walk in Pisa, welcome reception and gala dinner.</td>
<td>450,00 € + VAT*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior 15 July, 2016</td>
<td>600,00 € + VAT*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 15 July, 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*French VAT 20%

*If furniture, internet connection, extra electricity power, etc are needed, please, contact the APGI. These items will be invoiced separately by the Conference Centre.

Applications will be dealt with in order of receipt. Your exhibiting space will be confirmed on receipt of the payment.

Payment Terms:

50% Within 14 days of receipt of invoice, the organizers require a deposit of 50% of the value of the stand rental cost. All contracts once signed are deemed to be binding on both parties whether sent / received by fax or mail or electronic mail.

100% The full value of the invoiced amount will be due on 1 June, 2016.

Full payment details will be included with the invoice, including the VAT payable. We will invoice you on receipt of your signed contract. Contracts and invoices may be sent and received by fax, or email and all such communications will be considered fully binding.

No refunds will be made after 1 June, 2016.
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Description of an equipped booth, see next page.

The buffets will be installed next to the booths

Companies having exhibited and/or sponsored one, or several, of the 3 first conferences:

Angelini  BASF  Malvern
Büchi  Capsugel  Merck  Micrometrics
Croda  Delfin Technologies  Nanosight
Dow Corning  Erba  Nordtest
Ethypharm  Eurofittings  Novoxymes
Farmigea  Gamlen  OctoPlus
Gattefosse  Izon  Phospholipid
Izon  Sotax  Sanofi
Malvern  Shimadzu  SPI-Pharma
Merieux  Tecfor Instruments  Wyatt
## DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOTH*

**Height:** 2m40  
**Usable wall area of each partition:** 2m30x0.94m

### Floor
- Blue carpet

### Structure
- Dark grey lacquered aluminium frame  
  - Height of the structure: 2.40 m  
- Beech-colored melamine padded panels:  
  - Usable panel area: length 0.918 m, height 2.20 m

### Sign
- Standardized format (0.55 m x 0.17 m), front/back.  
  - Maximum 20 characters (including spaces).  
  - One sign per stand.

### Electricity
- Track lighting featuring 3 spotlights of 100W: 1 track per stand under 15m².  
- Service box with differential circuit breaker 30mA and 3 outlets  
  - Power: 3kW

### Furniture
- 1 180x80cm rectangular table and 3 chairs in white polypropylene  
- Catalogue upon request

---

*equipped area to book in advance with the organization
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Please indicate your choices, complete the form and return it to:
APGI Secretariat, Attn: Mrs Catharina Kroling, 5 Rue Jean-Baptiste Clément, FR-92296 Châtenay-Malabry Cedex, France
Tel: +33 (0)6 29 36 67 39 E-mail: apgi.asso@u-psud.fr

French VAT 20%

See full details on page “Sponsorship levels”

**Platinum sponsorship**
(3 Conference registrations; 1 Equipped stand of 6 m², 1 full cover page advert; logo and acknowledgement in the programme and in the APGI Newsletter, 1 brochure inserted in the conference bag).

| 6000,00 € + VAT |

**Gold sponsorship**
(2 Conference registrations; 1 full page advert; logo and acknowledgement in the programme and in the APGI Newsletter, 1 brochure inserted in the conference bag)

| 4500,00 € + VAT |

**Silver Sponsorship**
(1 Conference registration; 1/2 page advert; logo and acknowledgement in the programm and in the APGI Newsletter, 1 brochure inserted in the conference bag)

| 2500,00 € + VAT |

**Bronze Sponsorship**
(Possibility to register 2 participants at the reduced rate of 450,00; 1/2 page advert; logo and acknowledgement in the programme and in the APGI Newsletter).

| 1500,00 € + VAT |

**Space Only**
4 m² without equipments. Including 1 Exhibitor badge.

| 1700,00 € + VAT |

**Equipped Stand**
6 m² with 2 vertical display panels, 1 table, 2 chairs, 1 2-kW electricity outlet, blue carpet, 1 Exhibitor badge.

| 2300,00 € + VAT |

**Extra Exhibitor badge** for person not attending the conference. Including Coffee breaks (4), lunches (2), welcome reception and gala dinner.

| 300,00 € + VAT |

**Full Conference fees for exhibitor.** Including: Attendance to the conference, Conference material, Welcome Reception, coffee breaks (4) and lunches (2)

| Before 15 July, 2016 450,00 € + VAT |
| After 15 July, 2016 600,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in Final Programme & Abstract Book, (full outside back page – colour)**

| 2000,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in Final Programme & Abstract Book, (full 3rd page of cover – colour)**

| 1500,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in Final Programme & Abstract Book, (inside -- full page colour)**

| 1000,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in Final Programme & Abstract Book, (inside -- full page b/w)**

| 600,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in Final Programme & Abstract Book, (inside – 1/2 page colour)**

| 600,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in Final Programme & Abstract Book, (inside – 1/2 page b/w)**

| 400,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in Final Programme & Abstract Book, (inside - b/w - per quarter page)**

| 300,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in the APGI newsletter La Gazette, 1 Full colour page**

| 1100,00 € + VAT |

**Advertising in the APGI newsletter La Gazette, Half (1/2) colour page**

| 500,00 € + VAT |

**Sponsoring of one lunch**

| 4000,00 € + VAT |

**Sponsoring of one coffee break**

| 1500,00 € + VAT |

**Logo on Conference Bag**

| 1000,00 € + VAT |

**Insert of brochure (8 pages A4 size max) in Conference Bag**

| 800,00 € + VAT |

Pens, Note pads and other “goodies”
Please, contact us

| First name: ____________________________ Family name: ____________________________ |
| Company: ____________________________ VAT No: ____________________________ |
| Address: __________________________________________________________________________ |
| City: __________________ Zip code: ______________ Country: ____________________________ |
| Tel.: __________________ Fax: __________________ E-mail: ____________________________ |

I was contacted by: Mr/Mrs ____________________________ at ( ) APGI ( ) ADRITELF, ( ) E-mailing APGI Missive)

( ) learnt about the Symposium on the website, ( ) Other (please indicate name/company)
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INDUSTRY:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APGI/A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F. Member</td>
<td>735,00 €* (612,50 €)</td>
<td>810,00 €* (675,00 €)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Member</td>
<td>910,00 €* (758,33 €)</td>
<td>990,00 €* (825,00 €)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACADEMIA/HOSPITAL/GOVERNMENT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APGI/A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F. Member</td>
<td>510,00 €* (425,00 €)</td>
<td>560,00 €* (466,67 €)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Member</td>
<td>590,00 €* (491,67 €)</td>
<td>640,00 €* (533,33 €)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STUDENT (< 32 years):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APGI/A.D.R.I.T.E.L.F. Member or non-member</td>
<td>300,00 €* (250,00 €)</td>
<td>320,00 €* (266,67 €)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gala Dinner, Guided Walk in Antibes and Welcome Reception on Sunday 25 September for Accompanying Person

80,00 €* (66,67 €)

*French VAT 20%

IMPORTANT: The fees include entrance to the conferences and to the exhibition, programme/abstract book, 4 coffee breaks, “on site” lunches (Monday and Tuesday, a guided walk through the old centre of Antibes (just before the welcome reception on Sunday evening 25 September, 2016 – also included in the fee) and the gala dinner on Tuesday 27 September, 2016.

Registration on the conference website: http://idd2016.sciencesconf.org/

The organizers reserve the right to make changes to the programme.